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has sought to provide answers to these and related questions by focusing on characteristic features of virtual worlds such as their architecture, digitality, communication patterns, functionalities, narrative structures, gaming qualities, and parallel places in the real world. Yet empirically speaking, any one of these characteristics alone appears to offer an important condition rather than a defining factor for the often complexly mediated action and communication that takes place in virtual worlds.
This case is roughly analogous to the state of mainstream social and behavioral science concerning the "real" world some decades ago when complex social phenomena were explained by sophisticated but rather reductionist explanatory models. The pioneers of symbolic interactionism then lamented the mainstream's neglect of social interaction and interpretation of action as the primary sources of meaning and emergence of social objects (e.g., Mead 1964; Blumer 1986 ). The present-day research on virtual worlds lacks consideration of the complex interplay among different actants, actors, and processes that constitute a virtual world. There are few studies-none to our knowledge-that have sought the answers to what virtual worlds are by tracing how the lines of action of different people and nonhuman actors are fitted together.
This condition presents another classical concern of symbolic interactionism, namely, do we really know that the "usual suspects" for the constitution of virtuality are sole and sufficient source of their existence and to the way they mediate human action and interaction (Clarke and Star 2007) ? Some actors that at first glance do not appear consequential to the construction of virtuality may on closer inquiry prove so. Take, for example, the horse aficionados in Habbo, a virtual world with 135 million registered users and visited monthly by 15 million unique users worldwide.
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These horse fans, mostly young girls ages nine to fourteen, have turned the relatively uniform humanlike avatars available in Habbo into virtual horses and riders, virtual hotel rooms into stables, and virtual rugs into grass, and they do all sorts of things that one can imaginatively enact with such arrangements. In doing so, they draw from cultural and social resources not limited to, but just as importantly augmented by, the design of Habbo, by Sulake Corporation Oy. In this, they are among a large number of individuals who log in to their rooms every day and start acting out a hotel with friends, online acquaintances, and strangers met there. The hotel of course is designed by Sulake, but it was hardly purposefully designed for playing virtual stables.
In fact, what Sulake has been designing has changed dramatically over the years, as the graphical chat room the founders built for their friends as a hangout began to take a (teenie) life of its own and began to include people like teenage virtual capitalists, within-virtual-world movements, concerned parents, and youth workers, as well as corporate interests and increasingly difficult demands for means of navigation and networking. The activities of playacting horse girls and many other groups have, as we detail below, added new facets and even layers of virtuality to the hotel. 2 Gaining a better grasp of these dynamics of how interactions in virtual environments contribute to their evolution is also timely on account of the transformation that their functions and design are presently undergoing. New digital environments such as Habbo have their historical roots in the development of technologies capable of performing action at a distance and representing different actors simultaneously in one place. The first text-based games for more than a handful of players, MUD and its descendants, were developed in the late 1970s. Computer-mediated communication was transformed in the 1980s and 1990s as chat worlds became graphical, starting with Habitat. By the turn of the century, virtual worlds such as Ultima Online, Lineage, and EverQuest had collected about a million users all told, and now visits to Second Life, World of Warcraft, Gaia Online, Habbo, and so forth have turned into mainstream activities (Bartle 2003; Castronova 2005; Kzero 2009 ). These digital spaces have increasingly begun to blend with other social media, and, consequently, visitors to Habbo Hotel themselves debate whether it is a game, a chat, or something else. In their press releases, the developers of Habbo have called it a virtual world, a social networking service, an online game environment, a virtual gaming community, a teen community, and a teen Web site. Such sorting out of the categories and intertwinements that constitute virtual existence like Habbo-whether it be virtual fish, flesh, or fowl, so to speak-runs a risk of falling back to technologically determinist registers (or at least results in explanations of social action stemming from the inherent designed-in characteristics). 3 In contrast, in this article, we approach the constitution of Habbo, as an exemplar of the constitution of a virtual world, through a rich set of empirical materials gathered from its developer company as well as through an extended ethnographic and historical follow-up on the action and actors in the virtual hotel. Our research agenda can be condensed into the following question we seek to address in this article: What is the role of interaction in the constitution of virtuality of virtual worlds?
Before we move on to the empirical analysis, however, we need to make recourse to virtual worlds research to show what is already established about these sites as well as to substantiate our claim that virtual worlds research has to date skipped too hastily over the interactions taking place in these sites or at least failed to draw the full implications of their importance. This discussion is continued by introducing our own theoretical points of departure, methodology, and research design.
VIRTuaL WORLDS-STORIeS, GaMe STRuCTuReS, PLaCeS, OR PROCeSS?
To understand better how our analysis contributes to the analyses of digital spaces called virtual worlds, we take a look at what we already know about virtual worlds. Games studies' two major schools of thought, narratology and ludology, have framed virtual worlds as storytelling and game structures. Narratologists argue that games should be understood as new forms of stories and that they can be studied through theories of narrative (Murray 1997) . According to ludologists, however, narratologists analyze game experience with too much focus on the form of the new media, representations, and the play of meaning, but too little focus on human practice, game mechanics, and rules (Aarseth 1997; Juul 2001; Malaby 2007) .
Games scholars tend to associate virtual worlds with games. Games, in turn, are considered as play, or a form of human activity with three intrinsic features. Play is viewed as separate activity from everyday life (from "work," for instance), safe (consequence-free or not productive), and pleasurable or fun (Caillois 2001) . However, recent research has been struggling with the tight coupling of games and play. There is increasing empirical evidence that playing games is not intrinsically consequence-free or separable from everyday experience. Virtual economies, exchanging virtual goods for dollars, and virtual crime provide the prime examples (Lastowka and Hunter 2004; Castronova 2007; Dibbell 2006; Lehdonvirta 2009 ). Indeed, standing on solid anthropological research, Malaby (2007) argues convincingly that none of the features of play mentioned (separable, safe, pleasurable) holds as an intrinsic, universal feature of games when these virtual worlds are examined empirically.
Virtual worlds have also been analyzed with the aid of typologies (Messinger et al. 2008; Elverdam and Aarseth 2007) on the basis of the features of their material infrastructure, much as in early Linnaean research in biology. It is possible to distinguish virtual worlds from social networking sites (Boyd and Ellison 2007) like Facebook, or online games with designer-provided objectives such as World of Warcraft and The Sims Online. However, from economic, legal, or social sciences standpoints, these distinctions are not as clear-cut. As Darwinism forced a change in biology, a move from typologies based on ideal types to ones based on origin, the virtual world typologies get into trouble as the "Web creatures" seem to crossbreed. For instance, Habbo added social networking tools in 2007, several Facebook applications provide role-playing possibilities, and recently Habbo became a Facebook application. This necessitates an increased sensitivity to process and contingency, how activities in virtual worlds are open-ended and not predetermined by game rules (Malaby 2007) .
Virtual worlds have also been analyzed with the aid of analogies such as the concept of "third places" (Oldenburg 1999) . Third places-pubs, cafés, coffeehouses, barbershops, beauty salons, and so forth-are used to keep in touch with reality outside the home and the workplace. They can be described as accessible, playful, focusing on conversation, like a home away from home. Many computer-mediated contexts share several of the qualities of third places, though the limits of this analogy are still open for debate (Soukup 2006; Steinkuhler and Williams 2006) . However, independently of the chosen analogy, there is a risk of the virtual world becoming naturalized as "not real" and its virtual worldliness escaping analysis. While analogies of "real" places offline help users understand and act online, thus rendering the digital spaces as socially meaningful places, they leave the virtual entity metaphysically hanging in the air and are not suitable for producing a nuanced understanding for the newness virtual spaces bring into the world.
Must a virtual world be one thing? Must we be able to settle the questions about its character already in advance? A number of science and technology studies, exemplified here by Taylor's (2006) research on EverQuest, suggest otherwise. Taylor describes the artifact of EverQuest as constantly changing and contextually rendered by different actors. The first EverQuest designers, the Live Team, and the legal and marketing departments all understand the object in their own ways. The players bring with them their own backgrounds as they encounter EverQuest and have made it something else than what came off the shelf in 1999. This interest in investigating how various actors mingle in constructing and constituting a virtual world is also our aim in this article. We are also drawn in the same direction as Taylor (2006:162) as she notes, "The simple punch line, you see, is that EverQuest is not just one thing nor easily contained in the object that came off the shelf in 1999. In some ways we might think of it as a boundary object" (Bowker and Star 1999) .
While we do fancy finding virtual worlds as (one or more instances of) boundary objects as an interesting opening for novel theoretical avenues in virtual world research, we intend to pursue this line of reasoning more fully.
STuDyING THe INTeRaCTIONS OF MuLTIPLe PeOPLe(S)
IN HaBBO: MeTHODOLOGy, MeTHODS, aND DaTa
In drawing from the social-worlds framework in symbolic interactionism, we believe this framework is apt for more than Taylor's above "punch line" coined through one of the concepts developed within it (Star and Griesemer 1989) . The framework offers analytically robust tools to link such issues as material design, socialization, and play into organizational characteristics and onward to how different peoples and reference groups interact in Habbo. We first attend to the special character of symbolically mediated interactions in virtual worlds and its implications for the makeup of the symbolic repertoires available. We then expand our analytic focus stepwise from the copresent interactions to examine how actors and actants have ended up in the kinds of encounters and interactions we first analyze, and in so doing wish to draw attention to the several intersecting social worlds (Strauss 1978; Clarke and Star 2007) at interplay in the virtual world and how its composition as a symbolictechnological assemblage can be located as an emergent property (actualization of virtuality) of this interplay. To traverse analytically from the copresent interactions to social worlds, we turn to the symbolic interactionist concept of trajectory (e.g., Strauss 1993:53-68; Bowker and Star 1999) . Following Strauss (1993:53) , we understand that trajectory "refers to a course of action but also embraces the interaction of multiple actors and contingencies that may be unanticipated and not entirely manageable." With interactions of multiple actors, trajectories tend to be shaped by multiple, intertwined lines of action and multiple social worlds as frames of reference and as conditions for action. Contingencies point to the unanticipated character of trajectory, in that trajectory is used to denote sequences of actions that involve twists and turns rather than ones amenable to predictive control (p. 53). In our use, the concept is further specified by following Bowker and Star (1999:165-94) in emphasizing (1) more long-term (weeks, months, years) depiction of actions and interactions, (2) involvement in trajectories of nonhuman elements, and (3) the need to examine the phenomena of interest through a complex interplay of intertwined trajectories that have varying durations and paces.
The rationale behind these more specified uses is the following. Interactionist science, technology, and medicine studies have strongly emphasized giving materiality due place in interactionist analysis (e.g., Clarke and Star 2003; Clarke 2005) , and this is equally important for studies of virtual worlds, where early literature celebrated virtual identity games as ephemerally free of bodily and material constraint (Turkle 1995; Robinson 2007 ). Bowker and Star's work exemplifies how the concept of trajectory can be usefully expanded to analyze how matter comes to matter. Furthermore, so interpreted, it becomes roughly parallel with the "biographies of technologies and practices" approach in science and technology studies, a quest that goes beyond interactionism to stress the need to study both development and use as well as to do so with multiple timescales and grain sizes of data in order to yield more balanced accounts of the sociotechnical phenomena under study (Pollock and Williams 2008; Russell and Williams 2002; Hyysalo 2010) . Indeed, even in the strongly anti-determinist and methodologically maverick field of technology studies (and pervasively in other fields examining social aspects of technologies), the vast majority of studies have, somewhat surprisingly, focused on studying either development or use (e.g., Latour 1996; McLaughlin et al. 1999; Woolgar 1991) or, if covering both, addressing one or the other side only at some distance in terms of the granularity of analysis (Berg 1997; Pinch and Oudshoorn 2003) .
In practice, the methodology we adopt here means several years of ethnographic involvement with both developer and user communities and their evolution. In the present study on Habbo Hotel, several bodies of data were gathered over the years, presented below chronologically so as to do justice to the gradually deepening access to both developer and user communities that could be negotiated during the study.
1. The project started in 2003 with participant observation in Habbo user communities, pilot interviews, community manager interviews (n = 4), and an explorative survey (June 2004) on the visitor profiles (n = 10,000), as Sulake's first global youth survey was published two years later. The first author also participated in Habbo, explored the features and their affordances, and analyzed default values and users' degrees of freedom. The visits to Habbo occurred, on average, about twice per month throughout the first three-year span of research, and every second month from 2007 onward (for more on user groups, see Johnson 2007 and Johnson and Sihvonen 2009). 2. Fan sites became an important source of knowledge about the user communities. In 2004, 173 Finnish Habbo fan sites were identified, and 23 of these that were created for a large Habbo audience were analyzed in detail (Johnson and Toiskallio 2005) . The size of a fan site varied between five and fifty Web articles, and the most active sites had forums with thousands of posts. Whereas the survey findings provided background statistics, the fan sites and forum discussions provided insight into active user groups and popular activities and on Hotel history. Since its very beginning, Habbo-goers have maintained several sites devoted to what has changed in the hotel and how, including kinds and looks of furniture, characters, in-game games, and design flaws. These members' own documentation has been carefully followed and stored throughout the six years of the research.
3. Throughout the research project, the first author collaborated with other Finnish Habbo researchers doing thesis work on a Habbo topic. One Sulake employee wrote her humanistic master's thesis on communication and action in Habbo (Pietiläinen 2004) . In addition, two youth workers wrote bachelor's theses based on their youth work in Habbo (Sihvola 2005; Koskinen 2006 ), leading to an evaluation study by Merikivi (2007) . The collaboration has provided important secondary sources of Habbo data.
4. In 2005 the first author conducted thematic two-to three-hour interviews with ten Habbo developers, or about two-thirds of the Habbo game development organization at the time. Six of the developers interviewed (graphical designers and both client and server developers) had been with the organization since the beginning, five years earlier, while four developers had about one year of Habbo experience. In conjunction with these interviews, historical materials were collected (screenshots, access to previous versions, press releases, advertisements, etc.) about the development of Habbo and its predecessors, to help construct its development in the years 1999-2003. 5. Having examined the user groups, adjoined sites, and developer practices, the study turned to in-depth interviews with particular users, taking the form of two-to three-hour individual, pair, and group interviews with eleven-to sixteen-year-old users (n = 6), and users aged thirty and older (n = 6) to focus on their participation histories, their motivations, the meanings they give to Habbo, groups they participate in, and so forth.
6. Habbo has also been a topic for students in various usability research courses at Helsinki University of Technology, with which the first and second authors are affiliated. Two student efforts are noteworthy: a usability test with new ten-to twelveyear-old users (n = 8) in 2004 and a software engineering effort in 2004-2005 to develop a fan site starter kit for active Habbo users. The first author mentored the second group and conducted a pair interview in 2007 about the playability testing and usability practices at Sulake. 7. After these activities, the first author had the opportunity to take part in an intervention study with Sulake. For release 9 of Habbo, in 2006, a set of user feedback methods was explored with different stakeholders inside Sulake. This included confidential data sets: database statistics and surveys from two countries on the use of a new feature. In addition to these research activities, Sulake representatives participated in project partner seminars held every six months, two workshops on virtual economy, and many project meetings arranged by the research project. These meetings made informal discussions and a continuous dialogue with Sulake possible.
Taken together, these bodies of data provide us with an excellent view of the varying forms of interchange and dialogue between the varying users and developers of this virtual world. The data analysis has proceeded in multiple waves over the years, including but not limited to quantitative and qualitative sorting of Habbo user profiles (data sets 1, 2, and 5), coding and examining of interviews in regard to participation and development histories in Habbo (data sets 4 and 5), analysis of fan site contents and developer perceptions of the fan sites (Johnson and Toiskallio 2005; Johnson 2007 , data sets 2 and 4), construction of time lines of Habbo's various kinds of development (data sets 2, 5, and 6), and construction of the changes in Habbo's user-developer relations over the years from multiple sources of data (Johnson 2010) .
Let us now dive into the material, first examining how interaction takes place in this virtual world and then moving on to (re)construct several intertwined trajectories (Bowker and Star 1999; Strauss 1993; Timmermans 1999) on multiple scales of analysis, proceeding from individual members' participation trajectories and their reference groups to trajectories of material facets of Habbo and to longer time frames of the evolution of Habbo and its developer community.
SOCIaL INTeRaCTION IN a VIRTuaL WORLD

Virtual Social Interaction
Habbo is a virtual world where children and teenagers meet, socialize, and play many types of games. In the overall design of Habbo, clear winning conditions and game-play rules have been avoided. The hotel consists of public and private rooms, where the virtual hotel visitors, called Habbos, chat, buy virtual furniture, decorate rooms, play mini-games, and arrange social events. Most of the teenage players log on after school and spend, on average, around forty to forty-five minutes per day there. Instead of an entrance fee or monthly fee, the profit model is based on micropayments in the hotel. Virtual furniture, mini-games, and membership in the Habbo Club are bought with Habbo credits. These credits can be purchased with real-world money. At the time of writing, there are Habbo hotels in more than thirty countries, and 15 million players visit Habbo each month (Sulake 2010).
Virtual worlds, such as Habbo Hotel, are complicated settings for analyzing symbolic interaction and its constitutive character in the formation of coordinated action for (at least) two reasons. First, as in any given social community, interaction depends on the use of shared symbolic repertoires (Mead 1964; Blumer 1986 ), but in virtual worlds this has some peculiar features. Because symbols can consist of any given gesture, object, or relation between the two, they must be recognized as such by the participants in the interaction. This recognition happens only if the actants use symbols consciously, which, in turn, requires that they be able to assume the role of the interactional counterpart so as to anticipate the reaction to the action. It is only the fitting together of these interpretations of action (now symbolically mediated) that gives also the subsequent, resulting event a symbolic meaning. 4 However, social acts performed in virtual worlds like Habbo are not exactly like face-to-face interaction situations, where vocal language is the primacy medium and repository of meaningful symbols. Instead, virtual worlds have predefined, heavily limited, and a priori designed-in communication modes that are not primarily vocal and give out predefined, graphically represented symbolic resources on top of "ordinary" written symbolic language (understood as coherent discourse-be it English, Arabic, or teenage slang) that are immediately visible to all users. All stages of interaction are mediated by computers, Web interfaces, and the technologies of infrastructure that make this all possible. This is the second significant aspect of symbolic communication in virtual worlds: it requires a constant interpretation of the graphically represented objects it consists of, and that these really be "objects" in their interactionist senseeverything that can be indicated and referred to by the users themselves (Mead 1964; Blumer 1986) , which, as we show below, can take a myriad of forms in the multifarious interactions that take place within, for example, Habbo. Users must learn these and not other modes or symbols to establish meaningful social interaction, and, indeed, for many people entering Habbo the first time, the first reaction is a frequent loss of sense and frame of reference-what is going on here? Regular Habbo-goers also frequently face similar difficulties in understanding what is going on in areas where actors and activities are unfamiliar to them, and are at an utter loss to decipher the meaning of conversations carried out there. This points to the third important aspect of in-virtual-world interaction, that the designed-in symbolic resources are complemented and resymbolized by the interactants and that this can, and often does, have dramatic consequences for the very "makeup" of the symbolic setting.
Let us approach these aspects now one step at a time to elaborate how they play out in Habbo and what their implications are for understanding virtual worlds. To begin with, the interaction within Habbo Hotel draws both on predefined modes of communication and on a limited set of given symbolic resources and mechanisms from which the users can draw in their interactions. Such limited means of interaction in Habbo have direct consequences for how interaction can and does unfold. The symbolic interavatar communication takes place predominantly through speech bubbles ( Fig. 1 )-the way we have been accustomed to in the case of cartoon characters' communication-and comes in three different modes to choose from. These modes are "say," "shout," and "whisper." Saying something in the room makes other avatars near you hear what you are saying. If you want to draw the attention of all the Habbos in the room, you can shout. Or if you want to be secretive and share your thoughts only with a particular Habbo near you, you can whisper.
The possibility of changing the modality of textual communication imitates the "real-life" vocal modalities, but is represented visually through the bubbles. The visual representation is important because the temporal aspects of conversation are reworked with this modality of symbolic expression compared with vocality. While vocal conversation takes place in linear sequential order, the "visual speech" gives the interaction and, for instance, the expected turn taking in it (Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson 1974) a sense of spatiality and conversational simultaneityconversational encounters happen predominantly in space rather than in time and also act as particular symbols and resources for marking space and space-claiming activities.
Another interavatar communication resource is a private communication device called the Habbo Console.
5 It allows for sending direct personal messages through the space-time of the Habbo world to your avatar friends. It also acts as material evidence of one's friendship networks through the list of avatar names one has. These different mechanisms and the modalities of communication they afford, as should be analytically evident, are used for different purposes-in Habbo, as elsewhere, the choice of the medium in itself constitutes an important part of the message. Besides communication in different modes, the creation of avatars and of rooms are important ongoing exercises in symbolic identity constitution. An avatar's bodily form, color, gender, and clothing style create a subtle set of distinctions, since "Habbos" (as the avatars are called) can be composed only from a set of predefined characteristics. Members of established groups and frequent Habbo visitors can easily read and interpret a large variety of signs about these material/symbolic bodily articulations of the "Habbos": how old are they? are they newbies? is that one a member of a group already or not? are they "cool" or not? who are the "scammers" or moderators? and so on. What materializes in the body of avatars (in clothing, skin color, gender, and interaction styles) is the whole symbolic universe of Habbo, the way distinctions between good taste and bad taste in a certain world within the hotel are made and constantly remade through social negotiations.
Similarly, various material things that are used to build the room environments provide a method of nontextual communication by allowing a certain variety of distinctive elements to be bought ("furni") and used to decorate one's room. The rooms can be used to convey different tastes in decoration by buying and trading furniture judged to belong to a certain desired style. These are central elements in the world making within Habbo, and this is how a priori designed symbolization is actualized within. However, as we stressed above, new and emergent symbolization is frequently achieved. This happens through creative communication practices and skillful interplay between material and textual, between symbolic and relational elements within the rooms. To get a better empirical grounding in how exactly these social worlds emerge out of novel symbolization processes, let us examine more closely the "equine" activities inside the hotel. This happens in the play between avatar/ users, objects, and their relations to spaces-a process where the equine activity becomes actual in Habbo through the emergence of significant and shared symbols that tie different actors together and mediate action. Playful social relationships here are framed by configuring both human (avatar) and material (digital) elements in imaginative ways that still bear some resemblance to horse activities outside the digital world.
Horse-riding activities (like any other, such as formula racing, found within Habbo) require a quasi-bounded digital space, or a setting that allows the play to be focused on commonly shared digital objects. The spatial infrastructure is arranged in particular ways to enable interpretative flexibility about already named objects provided by Sulake as basic components of the rooms-tables, chairs, decorations, and such. A new "placeness" can be symbolized through their spatial rearrangement, the result of which is that any object residing within this social space becomes resymbolized. In horse rooms (e.g., "stables" and "riding grounds"), for example, the spatial rearrangement indicates that tables and chairs have become new social objects (e.g., stalls or hurdles) that are constitutive ingredients of virtual horse activities.
Figure 4: The riding grounds for the horses. On the left, the manège, with Habbo tables as "hurdles." On the right, the room where the horses are "put out to pasture," with three green Habbo rugs as "virtual grass" and the blue rug as a "pond of water."
The riding activity itself is socially coordinated by assigning roles to the avatars within the rooms by their location or by active textual communication. Within rooms indicated as settings for equine activities, an avatar can become a "horse owner" or a "horse." Horse ownership is claimed for an undefined period of time by asking the horse for its approval. The role of "owner" is self-claimed. One can just start to perform linguistically most of the care work one would do on an organic horse outside Habbo-grooming and patting, shoeing, and harnessing the horse all happen by letting the others know that this is happening to the horse at the moment.
Becoming a horse, on the other hand, is indicated to others by standing within the bounds of the marked stable-a spatial bodily "gesture" that has been turned into a sign of particular role-taking initiative. The role of being a horse is further symbolically indicated by selecting a brown skin color for the avatar and by typing the breed, temperament, and age of the role-played horse in the avatar's description (an identity indicator accessible to others through clicking on the avatar).
The role of "being a horse" is often reinforced by making "horse sounds" and communicating the feelings (via undecipherable uttering or descriptions of the sounds and feelings of the horse marked with an asterisk at the beginning and end of the description to separate it from normal conversation), but this kind of communication is not necessarily involved in the case of all "horses"-central is that the interavatar communication is a noncommunicative act in its symbolic sense. The horse sounds and silence both act as noncommunicative markers in the intentionally framed human-horse conversation of gestures, or the staged nonsymbolic interaction that paradoxically occurs through symbols.
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A horse has various ways of accepting a new owner, most often indicated by walking close to the avatar that asked for the permission and responding to the commands the avatar gives to the horse. Here the textual and the nontextual communication intertwine seamlessly to perform a virtual trans-species agreement on the central relationship needed for "riding." Horse owners can then command the horses for riding sessions on dedicated riding grounds-these are usually other rooms connected to the main stables by teleports allowing for a spatial bridge between them. The riding grounds are enacted by decorating the connected rooms as different kinds of terrain. As the avatars cannot really ride on each other, the riding activity itself in Habbo happens by walking the avatars side by side.
The self-given descriptions of action are also differentiated from normal directed talk by asterisks. These communicational frames, as Goffman (1974) would call them, give indication and sense for the actors in the riding world in three senses: first, they indicate the position (the "self") of the actor (e.g., "owner"); second, they indicate the desired position of the other self ("horse"); and, finally, they indicate the correct interpretation of the joint action to be formed by this coordinated action. The frequent switching of the role positions also reinforces this equine activity-new entrants learn what is to be expected, how to use the different symbols and bodily gestures turned into agreements to communicate correctly, and finally how to make sense of the various emergent possibilities of action and interaction that the virtualworld-turned-into-new-activity offers.
The Actualization of Social Activity in Habbo: Groups and Social Worlds as Virtual Resources for Action
The horse stable leads us to the issues of outside symbolizations brought into Habbo. By following the fan sites (Johnson and Toiskallio 2005) , we can identify gang members (people who dress similarly and hang out only with each other), Habbo supervisors, cheaters, quiz makers and players, and celebrities, as well as more loosely framed groups such as goths, punks, emos, skaters, and hip-hoppers who differentiate themselves through clothing and particular communication styles. This is a crude generalization, since we continuously learn about more and less peculiar ways to perform being in Habbo. For instance, one group of friends uses Habbo a few times a year to gather there and "catch up." Also not unheard of is parents leaving messages to and communicating with their children through Habbo. Strange events may take place, such as avatars clad in all-gray clothes repeating "follow the path," gaining a following, and then disappearing-only later to turn out to be art students staging a performance. What should be clear by now is that not only are there some generic orientations within the hotel, but, just as importantly, there are generic orientations on the "outside" that are brought in and actualized there. Let us return to our stable owners. As imaginative as their solution was, they created only a small proportion of the rather impressive number of rooms related to horse riding and grooming activities. The equine world has a tangible presence in Habbo-one can find hundreds, or thousands (no one, including Sulake, really knows how many), of "horse settings." This is all the more interesting for having taken place without any special design support to assist the actualization of equestrian activities, be it graphical design or providing the users with special modes of communication between horse-and humanlike avatars.
Importantly, however, the actualization of the virtual equine activities draws from not only the quasi-bounded digital space but entire outside "equine worlds" (cf. Becker 1982) consisting of interrelated activities and subworlds in horse breeding, riding, stable keeping, veterinary medicine, international horse shows, Olympic games, and wide publicity in newspapers and TV-mingled with smells of autumn forests and so forth. Just as importantly, the virtual horse subworld in Habbo draws from other virtual pet worlds (significant in popularity, such as www.neopets.com) and "real-life" pet worlds and hence comes into being as a mixed set of imaginative, communicative, and material resources. 8 All together, these constitute a host of practices, activities, and cultural representations from which the horse girls in Habbo draw-both reflexively and unwittingly-in their creative actualization of the equine activities within Habbo (Becker 1982; Strauss 1993) .
As already stated, the equine world is just one of the multitude of social worlds brought in with people visiting Habbo. At the more formal end of the scale we encounter youth workers moving about as they try to find and stay in touch with teens. On the more fleeting end we find Habbo being used as a chat arena for grannies exchanging recipes and new mothers exchanging experiences.
There are two important implications we hope to have established through the above discussion: (1) new kinds of virtualities emerge in virtual worlds through joint coordination of action that shapes its digitally represented material properties, conditions their reinterpretation, and thus undermines the suggested status of communicative symbols "designed" to be available in the virtual world; and (2) the actualization of these virtualities-emergent properties and designations of new objects and their interpretations through joint action-owes much to symbolic resources brought into the virtual world from the outside and from parallel and previous experience.
TRaJeCTORIeS OF PaRTICIPaTION aND MaTeRIaLITy
We find it important, however, to deepen both of these observations by moving from temporally confined depiction of a virtual world's interaction to increasingly longer time frames of its existence. This helps us understand in more depth how, exactly, these emergent properties emerge in the history of particular people and materialities and in the Habbo setting as a whole. In doing so, we move away from a setting that is typical computer-mediated communication analysis to "contextualizing" it through descriptions that are more commonly found in constructivist studies of technology (Clarke and Star 2007) . This also exemplifies the potential of symbolic interactionism for bridging these two common research perspectives.
Membership Trajectories-Changes in Orientation and Multiple Memberships
We shall now detail how the emergent symbolizations in Habbo, not only for horse girls but also for the material properties of Habbo, such as key interaction resources for navigation, become established historically. In other words, we examine how the interplay between designed-in, reinterpreted, emergent, and redesigned symbolization takes place through time.
With a risk of appearing utterly descriptive, we first revisit some of the actors' own sociology on how people come to do the kind of imaginative things they do in Habbo. According to the development company's market research (Sulake 2006 (Sulake , 2008 , there is no single reason users play Habbo. Sulake has segmented Habbo users into five equal-sized categories: achievers, traditionals, creatives, rebels, and loners. This segmentation is based on their values, attitudes, subculture memberships, and interests. The differing user-base segments highlight a diversity of motivations among users (hinted at by their descriptive labels), but these are not linked with actions online nor do they explain how user motivations change over time.
Besides demographics, a good deal is also known about what kinds of activities take place in Habbo (Johnson and Toiskallio 2007) . Players engage in various collective activities: beauty contests, furniture trading, maze solving, dating, role-play in hospitals, travel agencies, gangs, schools, TV shows, stables, and so forth.
With regard to how such engagements develop, players themselves present and publicly represent and debate categories of engagement involved, on some of the fan sites tightly linked with the Habbo community. On the fan site Nerokala, a "Habbo journalist" called Andna explained that Habbo characters could be classified into novices, amateurs, pros, and superhabbos according to their experience. In a Habbo magazine (Paratiiskala, no. 8), fan site host Toivo differentiated among four kinds of Habbo characters-furniture traders, competitive players, VIPs, and chattersand suggested that people move from furniture and competitions to chatting. Our survey of ten thousand Finnish community visitors by and large confirms the above member typifications of people's activities. But to dig deeper into these matters, we depart from Strauss's (1978:124) assertion that "rather than looking simply at organizational mechanisms such as recruitment, we should also be looking at how people get contacted by, encounter, rub up against, are introduced to, drawn into, and hooked on social worlds." Accordingly, we next focus on how people find their way to Habbo in the first place, what they do there, and how their presence there changes. To illustrate the change in presence through time, let us outline two trajectories that are more instructive of the different key issues of life in Habbo (in a sense, what Flick [1998:68-73] would call "critical cases"). In presentation of these trajectories, we condense their path into five stages to aid in comparison.
The first trajectory is one of an eleven-year-old boy, whose path from "novice" to "pro" illustrates the economic, status, and furniture-related aspects of Habbo. He himself characterizes some of his doings in Habbo as follows: A closer look at his enterprises reveals the following participation trajectory.
First encounters: The boy learned about Habbo and visited it on occasion. However, his father forbade him spending money on Habbo, so he could not buy any furniture.
Early position: He discovered that one can make a profit by running a bazaar in a hotel guest room. In a bazaar, the room guests line up to trade with the room owner. The bazaar keeper/room owner can make a profit, because he can decline bad furniture-trading offers and accept good ones.
Establishing presence: Together with a friend, he decided to keep a café, since they knew that one can share ownership rights in the room, and one person doesn't have to be there all the time to keep the café open.
Continued involvement: The greatest profit came from a hotel within the hotel. Then he created many small rooms and connected them with teleport hub rooms. After this, he "employed" other Habbos to show the way to the rooms. The suite was very popular, and the formerly broke kid became a Habbo millionaire.
Waning participation: Two years later, the father informed us that his son does not go to Habbo that regularly anymore but is still running an in-game formula course for a friend of his there. This membership trajectory is very economically oriented: all the actions the boy performed are directed toward capitalization on the possibilities provided by the digital infrastructure. In a sense, this is exactly what the Sulake corporation would want people to do in Habbo. However, the father's decision not to allow his son to spend any "real" money on Habbo led the boy to capitalize on his own imaginationthe spaces he created for other Habbo-goers were based on imitation of some culturally relevant spaces outside Habbo, "offline." It is also noteworthy that the end of his three-or-so-year involvement is a slow let-go that continues to entertain some of his friendships and skills.
We elaborate in greater depth on the significant shifts in orientation and status with the second trajectory, that of two of the "horse girls" we encountered above and who played Habbo mostly together.
First encounters: The girls encountered Habbo with friends and siblings; one of them inherited furniture from her brother, who was active in Habbo two years earlier.
Early position: Both tried various Habbo activities at first, participating in various user-created game and furniture-trading events.
Establishing presence: The girls began to run a "horse stable" with others, where they held horse-riding competitions. In contrast to most stables in Habbo, their rooms were listed not in the pet category but in the "fun" and "other" categories.
Continued involvement: The horse stable activity ended at some point, both because its upkeep became too laborious and because it was no longer considered socially "cool" as stables became more common in Habbo.
At the time of the interview, the main activity of the girls was to meet their friends, for example, in a room with multiple "kissing corners" where one engages in dating. Their motivation to participate in a particular room is also to "keep it on the [top] list" of Habbo rooms-a self-reflection toward the Habbo "fashion."
Waning participation: The girls were still active in Habbo but also are beginning to have a presence in IRC-Galleria, a Finnish site targeted to older teens.
The trajectory of these two friends begins and ends in a manner that is relatively common for Habbo presences. The participation in the hotel is relatively transient (Kazmer 2007:114) and includes shifts in orientation, or, as the girls put it, "At first stuff was important, but it no longer matters." Just as the generic orientations and positions within Habbo are not mutually exclusive, multiple and partial memberships flourish in terms of outside commitments. As with the other trajectories, these people come from somewhere and go somewhere after their time in Habbo is over. Both girls had at some point ridden also in real life, they enjoyed other pets, and they were aware of the "wolf pack"-another animal theme group in Habbofighting other packs. The somewheres people come from affect how people engage with other people and activities in the hotel. Newcomers may have a particular reason for exploring the hotel, or they may orbit Habbo and other attractive games and environments for a while, trying some of them a few times before getting more involved.
So, the initial orientations tend to shift, once one is in contact with Habbo and its other visitors, even as one or several activities come to define the communications and interactions people have. These participation histories lay conditions for symbolic interactions with the designed-in symbols as well as to any emergent symbolization that may occur. This is particularly evident as the participation histories are also anchored to offline world participations of the members, and because membership in one community acts as a resource in the other on those occasions when participation paths converge. In short, the patterns and contingencies in participation trajectories strongly shape what kind of emergent symbolization may occur and hence what kind of emergent virtualities may actualize. To underscore this latter point further, we now examine the trajectory consisting of a constant dialogue between designappropriation-resymbolization-redesign (and so on) in the actualization of Habbo's navigational means.
Material Trajectories, or How Matter Comes to Matter
The materials, just as people do, have varying trajectories-in fact, so much so that Habbo aficionados have devoted entire pages to tracking how different avatar properties, furniture, decorative elements, and room spaces have evolved over the years. 9 The material trajectories can, on the one hand, be seen as responses to player preferences and wishes (we further substantiate this claim below). At the same time, they always depend on Sulake Corporation Oy and the worlds of social media design, advertisement, and technology management that are drawn to Habbo via the company. Let us follow in detail one trajectory that Habbo members themselves tend to forget-that of navigation mechanisms.
There are several strategies for addressing the problem of finding similar-minded persons or friends within the vast Habbo. These strategies have developed over time as the number of users and rooms in Habbo has increased. At first, people only walked from room to room, but as rooms multiplied this became impractical. Over the first few years, the developers developed three important devices: the Navigator, the Console (friend list), and furniture with teleporting capabilities.
The room-listing device is called Navigator. In the early days, it was a searchable list of all the rooms by name in a particular hotel, both meeting points and attractions created by Sulake and rooms created by Habbo users. The list enabled all room owners to brand and to advertise their room publicly by writing public descriptions for a room. But, as user-created rooms in Habbo were found in excess, the list also began to be as long as the Great Wall of China. This is why these user-created rooms became organized into categories in October 2004, around ten to twenty subcategories, depending on hotel size.
The Habbo Console, in contrast, featured instant messaging among friends in the hotel. Acquaintances in Habbo could agree to become "Habbo friends," which implied that, with the aid of the Console, they could mutually see each other's whereabouts in the hotel and send instant messages to each other.
At this point, Habbo Hotel had changed from multiple village-like places into one resembling a town, action moving from public places increasingly to private areas, creating a need to better hook people up to where all this action was. For instance, for the horse girls then, besides checking their friends on their Console, one strategy to find other Habbo-goers interested in horses was to use the room descriptions as indicators of a room turned into a stable.
But room names took, for instance, our horse girls and their quest for finding a similarly interested avatar only so far. The problem is that if the horse girls were not previously acquainted and in some other room in Habbo, they could not easily recognize other horse girls among the ever-growing hordes of avatars. An ingenious self-identification technique emerged to address this problem. The horse girls started to add a small textual identification before their avatar's one-line description, which indicates, for example, the name of the stable room. This small indicator then worked as a sign of membership of a particular horse group and made the identification processes both for the girls themselves and for outsiders easier. Hence users' innovative actions again added to the developer actions.
The Navigator device, coupled with the possibility to name user-created rooms and to link avatars to that name, provided our horse girls with a powerful tool to find potential equestrian rooms and members belonging to these. But, as users started creating multiple rooms with the same theme, the Sulake developers were inspired to create direct links between two rooms. So the teleport was born.
Teleports, of which some aesthetically resemble British phone booths (a result of being developed for the British Habbo in 2001), are devices that will transport an avatar from one room to another in a predetermined way. Teleports always come Figure 6 : The Navigator device, subcategories of user-created rooms (left) and rooms from the category Hair Salons and Modeling Rooms.
in pairs-once a teleport set is acquired, either by purchasing or by receiving it as a gift from someone else-the user has two ends of a teleporting route. Teleports usually connect places that have something in common-they might connect a set of rooms owned by one person or a vast room network owned by a group of friends. The biggest networks might contain more than one hundred connected rooms. It is the teleport device then that made it possible to create various sub-virtual-worlds within Habbo Hotel itself by making it easily malleable in spatial terms and, as such, supports the enactment of subworlds, such as the stables our horse aficionados are so fond of. As the numbers of users and user-created rooms increased, Sulake developers introduced a number of new features in 2006-2007 to manage the complexity of finding like-minded people in Habbo. The biggest change was probably the addition of user homepages, which made the Habbo inhabitants browsable and searchable. In addition, the Habbo users could display their own rooms and list of friends publicly, which made social navigation in Habbo even easier. Inspired by the group formation among users in Habbo, the developers added features to support group communication: a group identifier (badge), group homepage, and discussion forum for group members.
A few months after the user homepages were launched, Sulake introduced a feature called tags, which again changed social navigation in Habbo. Habbo users could now tag themselves with their hobbies, interests, personality, and status in Habbo. It is easy to see the resonance with users' self-identifiers here. The tags are searchable, and by clicking on a tag the user gets a listing of all users and groups with that tag (a reverse index). Then, by clicking on another Habbo user, the first user can view the homepage of that user. And on the homepage, the rooms of that particular user normally are listed, and the first user can enter that room in the hotel directly, without using the Navigator. Now, at the time of writing, Sulake is changing the Navigator again.
The interaction between users and developers, as argued above, happens both through a creative user appropriation of the digital symbols and mechanisms the developers are offering at any given time and through the introduction of novel interaction mechanisms and symbols to Habbo in the hope of "bettering" the virtual world. In fact, a constant "mattering" of the infrastructure comes about only through this dialogue, showing again nicely how virtuality is actualized through the digitality of the virtual world itself. With these developments and the growth in size of the hotel, Sulake, together with its users, has facilitated the emergence of increasingly differentiated subworlds and events.
OVeRaLL DeVeLOPMeNT OF a VIRTuaL WORLD
The Development Trajectory of Habbo
The material trajectories take us squarely to the more long-term trajectory of Habbo's overall material and social development. In the early Habbo days, the hotel was developed by a handful of game developers with core competencies in graphic design, Macromedia Shockwave Flash clients, and Java server programming. At first they developed the hotel called Kultakala ("goldfish" in Finnish) for themselves and their friends, but just a year after launch it became popular among teenagers. Through the internationalization of the hotel, the organization grew, and every country got a local office with a few employees working on moderation, community management, customer relations, and marketing. More administration and business personnel have joined, and game development now involves more than a dozen game developers. At the time of writing, Sulake employs about 270 people, in the Helsinki headquates and eleven other offices around the world." Should read: At the time of writing, Sulake employs about 270 people in the Helsinki headquarters and eleven other offices around the world.
Habbo was based on two previous launches, Mobiles Disco (October 1999) and a snowball game called Lumisota (February 2000) . Mobiles Disco provided the basic hotel infrastructure in the pixelated "retro" style: rooms, easy navigation from room to room, the chat interface with speech bubbles, and avatar customization and movement inside the rooms. For Lumisota, the developers implemented paying through cell-phone messages, which at the time was a practical solution for the Finnish market. This worked well for the Finnish Hotel Kultakala (August 2000) but wasn't that successful in the UK version (February 2001) . At the time, British teens didn't use cellular phones as widely as Finnish teens, which meant that Sulake had to develop new ways to buy furniture. Phone call systems, youth cash cards made of paper, and check systems came first, but soon payment by credit card, use of PayPal, and bank transfers followed.
With the UK hotel also followed the teen invasion of Habbo. It was not designed for teens at first, as illustrated by the developers making furniture sets with bar desks as integral elements and one of the new public rooms being greatly influenced by stereotypical English pubs. The large number of teen visitors also meant a large number of concerned parents. To keep all this together, community management received a lot of attention. A set of guidelines for good behavior was established, called Habbo Way, and tools for governing it were developed. The moderators got their own interface to Habbo, which meant that they didn't have to be in the same room to follow a discussion, and a text filter was developed to screen for swearwords. The customer service got an automated response system to reduce the amount of personal service needed.
In 2002-2003 Sulake developed its business, the hotel, and the community simultaneously. Strategic partnerships were made, and brands such as Mountain Dew and Britney Spears entered Habbo, the former as a vending machine serving Mountain Dew bottles and the latter as a large poster to be hung on walls. Later these brands disappeared as Sulake tried another approach by developing Coke Studios for Coca-Cola and Walt Disney Magic Kingdom for Warner Cinema. These were customized versions of the technical game engine behind Habbo, which helped fund the development of the hotel. The hotel's technical architecture was stabilized, and security improvements were made to package the hotel into a product that could be more easily rolled out in new countries.
The community manager in each country started writing weekly newsletters, sending "Welcome!" messages to new visitors, celebrating birthdays, arranging competitions, arranging activities and events, and so forth. While, in the beginning, Habbo didn't follow any temporal rhythms, seasonal themes now were brought in to give Habbo a particular rhythm. Competitions and new furniture emerged to celebrate Halloween, Christmas, Easter, the summer holidays, and other themes or topics important to teenagers. Right from the start, the Habbo visitors started writing and debating Habbo on their own homepages, and some created totally Habbo-themed Web sites. While these fan sites complemented Sulake's community management, they also helped Sulake in regulating sites that were out to scam the users. In 2006 Sulake launched its own forum and later group support features, which again changed the power balance in the Habbo "mediaworld."
Habbo's profit model allows a group of friends to meet in Habbo for free, while those interested can pay for the hotel services they want. Sulake offers a standard set of furniture items in a catalog that is updated now and then with new furniture items. Some furniture items are given monthly to members of the Habbo Club, and collector's furniture items at 20 credits become available for two weeks only, which increases their future value. The furni items do not wear out, which means that the same piece of furniture can be passed along to new hotel visitors as older ones grow tired of furniture trading.
Most of the Habbo visitors do not pay, but those who do spend about €10 a month, on average. To secure revenue streams, in 2003 Sulake introduced the Habbo Club, which-in exchange for a few euros per month-provides its members with priority access to rooms and club-only hotel public spaces; exclusive hairstyles, clothes, dance styles, and guest room layouts; and some special features. About 85-90 percent of Sulake's income related to Habbo comes from such small payments by many users (cf. the "long tail"), and the rest from advertisements in Habbo.
Marginalization of Developers, or The Distributed Agency in the Development of Habbo
The development trajectory of Habbo Hotel has been significantly shaped by its visitors. As noted, Sulake met the teen invasion to Habbo Hotels by crafting a social order appealing to teens and parents. By 2006, thirteen-year-old girls considered themselves old in Finnish Habbo, and fifteen-year-olds hid their Habbo visits at school in order not to be ridiculed by their peers.
Long before this, the original user set-young adults consisting of Habbo designers' professional and leisure peer groups-found themselves in more and more awkward conversations with other visitors. Typical avatar names showing one's year of birth, such as "Cosmo85," made them either recognized celebrities or old freaks no one wanted to converse with-both equally undesired positions in terms of enjoying their visits.
The invasion of kids pushed older teens and adults to more grown-up and less frequently visited areas and hours of the hotel, such as after pub closing time (in the real world). Various legitimate places also remained within Habbo, such as a table in "Café Heaven," reserved only for certain VIP regulars. Even as the face of the hotel changed drastically and rapidly, there was remarkably little open conflict. Older visitors simply emigrated from the niches invaded by kids to more secluded parts of the hotel and to other digital environments.
While the rejuvenation of Habbo was actively facilitated by the design and business decisions of Sulake Corporation Oy, it led the company into a set of quandaries. Many teen hangouts attract younger kids, who follow in the wake of "cool" older kids, who in turn leave the place that has been turned suddenly "uncool" by what they regard as weenie brats; Habbo runs a risk also of losing its target group of thirteento eighteen-year-olds. As youth workers know, this common pattern has long been known to desolate places designed to keep, for example, teens off the streets and is notoriously hard to reverse.
An interesting side effect is that the developers of Sulake, once insiders, are no longer confident that they understand what is cool (let alone why) even when it is pointed out to them by kids. They have thus become outsiders-first big brothers and then uncles-to the communities of most visitors. Originally unheard of, techniques such as user research had to be introduced by Sulake to follow the development of Habbo. Such measures also stem from the increasing complexity and specialization of the development organization, where not everyone can afford to invest the time to follow events in all Habbo hotels around the world.
The final part of the quandary is that the rejuvenation of Habbo differentiates hotels in different countries. In Japan, for instance, kids do not have PC access at home in the same fashion as in Finland, and Habbo visitors there remained in the twenty to forty age group. In some later releases such as for Spain and Portugal, Habbo was originally branded for the thirteen to eighteen age group and was immediately appropriated by the younger teens. Moderating and developing a "chain of Habbo Hotels" face new challenges, with the visitor bases having increasingly different tastes and interests, arguably adding to difficulties in taking features developed in one hotel to others.
While virtual worlds may allow greater possibilities for moderation and channeling action by the developer company than more tangible products, Habbo makes the limits of this control clear. Who the visitors are and what they do affects the behavior of other visitors-even when most of them never actually meet each other. The people and patterns of interaction shape the evolution of the place. Sulake lost omnipotence over all rooms and action some years ago because of the technical complexity and the number of rooms in Habbo. However, it decided not to worry about the loss of control but instead to stay on alert as to what interesting and potentially fruitful developments might occur. This is not least because the virtual world experiences versions of realworld phenomena such as dynamics between relatively young and older kids and the establishment of communities having ties and building on representations to outside social worlds-all of which are hard, if not impossible, for the company to control.
The clear lesson to draw from the overall development trajectory of Habbo is that virtual worlds research, and social studies of technology and media more generally, must start addressing both development and usages of social media within the same study. Just following action and interaction in a given moment in a virtual world like Habbo would give an extremely truncated view of the sociability and interaction there. Moreover, not extending the study to both development and usage activities would, as it appears to us, lead to almost inevitably mistaken guesswork over what, for instance, developers have intended with specific features and, conversely, how the design of a feature affects play in the virtual world (just think of the virtual stables that would be virtually impossible within the limits of Habbo's design!). The digital materialities of Habbo are highly relevant to how Sulake can manage, channel, stir up, and block actions of the vastly different people and interest groups that move around in Habbo. However, to view Habbo's materiality as "Sulake's creation" could emerge only from research (or opinion) ignorant of the developers' close interaction with, and responses to, player wishes and interests (Johnson 2007 (Johnson , 2010 . Over a tenyear span, in total, twenty-three purposeful and formidable approaches to mediating developers and users can be observed (Johnson 2010 )! The virtuality of a virtual world cannot be reduced to any one of its elements or group of actors affecting it. Instead, many facets of it are virtual also in the sense of being emergent phenomena arising from the interplay and conjoining actions of a multitude of actors.
DISCuSSION
Taken together, these findings foreground several issues for virtual worlds research. First, as Robinson (2007) stresses, we need to pay attention to how virtual worlds are related to real-world activities and social worlds. People come to virtual worlds from various somewheres that greatly affect what they engage with in a virtual world and how their computer-mediated communication takes place. We need to focus on both the users and the corporation behind the virtual world, as well as look at the shifting activities, orientations, and motivations that are negotiated in their various interactions. The interactionist concept of trajectory is further conducive to analyses at multiple "grain sizes" of data and, accordingly, to keeping in sight how trajectories of members, material characteristics, and groups intertwine and how they constitute the longer time frame trajectory of the virtual world and its developer company.
Second, while these observations may seem trivial, they are significant for debates about what virtual worlds are: no one element such as specific functions, narrative structures, particular architecture, placeness, or digital environment turns a site into a virtual existence. Following Taylor 2006, we argue that the multiplicity of resources rooted in various background social worlds of participants is likely to feature as important in any given virtual world. It may be less visible in such virtual worlds as do not so explicitly encourage people to externalize their affiliations, interpretations, and desires concerning the real world. More tightly scripted role-playing environments may also draw only in a more limited way from the participants' experience. While such differences are likely, they do not necessarily follow from, or primarily from, a virtual/real division, or game/hanging out, or particular narrative structures, or gaming qualities. Instead, the differences come in the form of how different actors negotiate their positions, which can affect others and are affected by others. To us, these likely differences are a further reason to foreground the analysis of the interaction between multiple peoples in the study of virtual worlds over the explanations held dominant to date.
A third noteworthy facet of Habbo is the dramatic changes the virtual site has gone through in the few years of its existence. The teen invasion and consequent changes in the design and commercial aspects of Habbo have added entirely new kinds of virtualities to it, as our example of horse girls bears witness to (along with goths and many other subgroups; see Johnson and Sihvonen 2009) . Drawing from the equine world and children's playmaking practices, these teen girls have managed to alter (one could say subvert) the materialities of Habbo and effectively added a layer of imaginative existence to Habbo that never was designed into it. The virtuality of virtual worlds comes into being in multiple ways, some more digital, some relying more on imaginative add-ons to designed components.
Fourth, Habbo's meandering development trajectory-consisting of intertwined trajectories of a large number of people and different material objects, such as the changing means of navigation and communication-calls into question any temporally rigid conceptualization of what it is. This observation leads us to depart from Taylor. Virtual worlds present interesting conceptual terrain for interactionist concepts of objects and materialities we should attend with care. The earliest Habbo, where developers and their friends interacted and most newcomers belonged to roughly the same reference group, would have been aptly characterized as their site for within-group interaction. This would, however, no longer aptly describe Habbo after the teen invasion. Indeed, Taylor's (2006) insistence concerning EverQuest being a boundary object would have suited Habbo well at the point when it was limited to a few thousand, or tens of thousands of, players who gave it robust and generic meanings in their communications with others in and out of the hotel, and more specific meanings among their key reference groups, whether designing, playing the economy, or just chatting with friends (cf. Bowker and Star 1999) . But Habbo's more complex shape is no longer easily amenable to this conceptualization either. The reasons are similar to ones that led Bowker and Star (1999) to coin the term "boundary infrastructure" to denote complex infrastructures that act much in the manner of boundary objects between diverse social worlds but have such a complex and large structure that calling them "objects" would seriously misrepresent their materialities as well as the social interactions involved. 10 Yet Habbo's material makeup (even as it is spread into about thirty countryspecific and somewhat varying versions) appears too uniform to be well conceptualized in terms of a "boundary infrastructure," as it lacks many key characteristics of an infrastructure (cf. Star and Ruhleder 1996) . It should also by now be clear that we second Taylor's insistence that virtual worlds are too diverse and their existence too rooted in multiple outside social worlds for equating a large virtual world with "a social world" (in the sense of it being one social world per se), even as other immersive digital environments have been discussed as social worlds, as in the work of Kazmer (2007) . It is an interesting question whether all the various massively multiplayer digital environments together should be seen (or could be seen in the future) as constituting such a cluster of activities and subworlds that they would aptly be conceptualized as a distinct social world of "virtual worlds." It would then be of further interest to examine the role of Habbo's emergent virtuality and developer responses to it in the shaping of this broader setting. However, as the question is mostly empirical and we have not conducted systematic research on other virtual worlds, we wish to refrain from any further speculation.
The point here, quite obviously, is not in trying to present some offhand fitting of different stages of a growing virtual world to interactionist concepts but to illustrate that, just like "real-world" social formations, digital ones have careers wherein their shape-even their nature, as in what kinds of virtualities can be actualized in the virtual world-can vary importantly because of the interactions taking place there.
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FINaL ReMaRKS
The study presented in this article draws heavily on the idea that, to understand virtual worlds, one needs to study "both ends" of the user-producer relationship, here translated as Habbo visitors and the Sulake corporation, and see their various coproductive entanglements through time, as an inherently mutable process. Our claim is substantiated by the illustrative examples above of how the constitution of the "worldliness" of virtual worlds is coproduced by their constant interaction in different modalities and mediations. In many ways, the study of virtual worlds can lean on an idea presented by many in interactionist research, perhaps most aptly phrased by Becker (1982:35) : "The world exists in the cooperative activity . . . not as a structure or organization . . . keeping in mind that such things change." What we see as the most important lesson learned in the case of Habbo is that virtual worlds are not reducible to any one description or metaphor, because they are made out of emergent interactions within and between many intersecting social worlds, some of which are highly transient and others more stable, materializing in and through shared, cocreated digital infrastructures.
The future challenges of internet research lie therefore not only in the study of particular typologies made possible by the stable worlds made out of generative relations provided by the human and nonhuman actors (individual and collective) but also in the temporal processes that make possible the different articulations between these elements of constant permutations of social life. This implies future development of sensitizing concepts complementary to the ones derived from "offline" interaction as well as a research strategy capable of addressing the changing trajectories of social settings that we today call virtual worlds.
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NOTeS
1. By one way of counting (that of www.kzero.co.uk), Habbo is the world's most populous virtual world and definitely very popular as a (web of) teenage site(s). 2. Virtuality, here, should be understood as the not-yet-actualized events that technoscientific assemblages such as virtual worlds make real, or actualize, in digital environments (see Deleuze 1994; cf. Mol 2002) . We give empirical examples of this actualization of virtuality in-action below through the tools provided by symbolic interactionism-that is, by asking how symbolization here becomes a social fact. 3. This would amount to claiming that there is no virtuality, in the sense of emergent events, in social communication per se (that all communication would be totally predictable beforehand) or, even worse, that "virtuality" of a (communicational) event would be constituted solely by the technologies at hand. 4. Of interest here is that the meaning of action does not require the actions to be mediated through symbols, as Mead (1964) pointed out-the turns taken in and through the conditioned "conversation of gestures" do have "objective" meaning, as does the outcome of this kind of interaction. Interaction only becomes symbolically significant if the action and the turns taken in action become anticipated, controlled, and temporally arranged with regard to a prior idea of a meaning of an event, human, thing, or generalizable relationship between them (Mead 1964, esp. 75-82 and 117-25) . Blumer (1986:8) later translates these as nonsymbolic and symbolic forms of action. Virtual worlds problematize this heuristic differentiation, as we show below. However, we do not address this issue further here except by indicating in the footnotes when questions about the empirical soundness of this dichotomy become relevant. 5. The functionality of the Habbo Console was split into Friend management, Minimail, and Instant Messaging in 2008 with subsequent user interface changes. 6. These screenshots are not an exact representation of Habbo's contemporary appearance, because they and the data are tightly coupled with a specific time and Habbo version. 7. And it is in instances like these where the analytic distinction between nonsymbolic and symbolic interaction breaks down-empirically taken, staged playacting and layered symbolic interaction can include elements of conversation that are symbolically intended and indicated to be nonsymbolic. For a good analysis of this communicational paradox, see Bateson and Bateson 1987:80. 
